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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Introduction — “Get to know each other, and get to know David” 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  That we can learn a little about each other and the Old Testament character 
David. 
Big idea:  Circles beat rows! 
 

1. Ice Breaker:  
a. State your name & where you grew up? 
b. What is your “Claim to Fame” or hometown’s “claim to fame”? 

o Examples: “I was the captain of the winning team for an ice cream 
eating contest”, “I am related to Laura Ingalls Wilder”, “I was voted 
class clown in 1993” 

c. Tell us a little bit about you family and hobbies. What is your favorite fall 
activity?  How about your favorite fall drink?   

 
2. Set-up Small Group 

a. I’m going to list some words to describe how you might be feeling about this 
new small group experience, pick one or two that describe you and share them 
with the group… 

o Excited 
o Skeptical 
o Optimistic 
o Guarded 
o Hopeful 
o “What’s in this for me?” 
o “This will be good for me/us” 
o “I hope they like me” 
o “Is this worth my time” 
o “PLEASE don’t ask me to pray out loud” 

 
b. Kicking off a small group can feel like the first day of class, or first day at a new 

job. It is exciting to begin this new chapter or season in life, but there are some 
natural anxieties that come with the “new” as well. These small groups are 
meant to be life-giving and we hope you walk away each week feeling refreshed, 
encouraged, and motivated.   
 

c. You’ve heard us say, “Circles beat rows”.  Why do you think we say that over and 
over?  What does it mean and how have you seen it to be true?   
 
[Leader Hint: it’s hard to know each other and care for each other while sitting in 
long rows. When we circle up, we grow closer together.) 
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3.  A Quick Bible Study:  Ecclesiastes 4:9-12   
9 Two people are better off than one, for they can help each other succeed. 10 If one 
person falls, the other can reach out and help. But someone who falls alone is in real 
trouble. 11 Likewise, two people lying close together can keep each other warm. But 
how can one be warm alone? 12 A person standing alone can be attacked and defeated, 
but two can stand back-to-back and conquer. Three are even better, for a triple-braided 
cord is not easily broken. 

 
Solomon, the author of this book of the bible, teaches us here that 2 are better than 1.  
But in vs. 12 he goes on to say 3 are even better!  And let’s hear it for 4…5…6…before 
you know it, you have a small group at Crossroads!!   
 
List/brainstorm together the advantages of being in a circle with others. 
 
You have a group of people who… 
Vs. 10 _____________________________________  
Vs. 11 _____________________________________  
Vs. 12 _____________________________________ 
 
ANSWERS:  You have a group of people who… 
(vs. 10) Helps the one who’s fallen get back up.   
 (vs. 11) Keeps that one’s faith which is being blasted by the wintry winds of infertility, 
loss, doubt, pain, or rejection warm.   
 (vs. 12), Are watching the back of the one in that group who’s getting duped and 
deceived by the lies of the evil one.   
 
That’s why we say that circles are far better than rows.  That’s why face to face friends 
beat Facebook friends any day of the week.   
 
Back to vs. 10: “But someone who falls alone is in real trouble.” 
 
When someone stumbles and falls and doesn’t have a community (a group of friends to 
help them get back up) it rarely ends well.  Have you seen that?  Comment…   
 
Here’s reality:  When a person stumbles and falls, what they need the most is what 
they desire the least.  Think about that… 

• What they need the most when they fall is what?  Others who know them and 
love them and care about them who will relentlessly help them back on their 
feet!!! 

• But what does that person who’s fallen desire the least (when they’re down)?  
The help of others around them!!!! 

 
Why?  [pause and get responses] 
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They’re embarrassed.  They feel helpless.  They’re broken.  Ashamed.  So, what do they 
do….?  Go into hiding.  Disappear.  Bolt.  Run from God.  Go AWOL from church.   
 
Which is exactly what the enemy of our hearts wants us to do.  Fly solo.  Why?  
Alone…we’re weak.  Alone…we’re easily deceived and disillusioned.  Alone…we don’t 
have the strength to even care again.  Left alone…we self-destruct.   
 
That’s why wise Solomon says, “Pity that person.  That person is in real trouble.”   
 
The best way to prepare for that kind of trouble is to enter into community with others.  
SO, WHAT WE’RE BEGINNING TODAY IS SUCH A WISE THING TO DO!  I applaud you for 
taking this step! 
 
Ok, lastly, let’s briefly introduce the character we’ll be studying together.  David!   
 

4. Series Overview/Set Up: 
a. As you read the Bible you find out in a hurry that a guy named David is a big deal. 

He’s mentioned 660 times in 66 different chapters.  

-What do you know about David?  What key stories or plot lines are you familiar 
with? [if you don’t know any, that’s ok…we’re all going to learn a lot together]  

b. We know him as a shepherd boy, giant slayer, musician, leader, poet, and king. 
We also know him as a murderer, adulterer, and fugitive. 

David is the Bible’s famously flawed hero. A walking paradox. Defective yet 
devoted. Deficient yet resilient.  

-Does that surprise you at all?  That for every “Goliath” in David’s story there’s 
also a “Bathsheba”?  What does that tell you about the Bible and its characters? 

c.  David’s legacy is that he goes down in history as “a man after God’s heart”.  
What does that mean to you?   

David’s heart, far from perfect, always circled back to His God. In spite of his sin 
and failure, David’s life was one of “God-ward” movement. And that’s our goal 
as we study David’s life this fall…that the trajectory of our lives would be the 
same.   

-What word or words would you use to describe your relationship with God as of 
today? 
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5. Things to remember during this 10-week Group 
a. We are here for each other. If you need prayer or encouragement, reach out to 

me (the leader) or the other members of the group. We hope some friendships 
that start during these 10 weeks will last a lifetime!  

b. If you can’t be here, let us know. We would love to know you are ok and look 
forward to seeing you next week. 

c. Be there on the weekend to hear the sermons! And when you aren’t physically 
there, watch on YouTube.  

o We will discuss the weekend sermons every week, and would love to 
have you be part of this discussion  

d. If you choose, we have an additional resource coming out this weekend as well! 
We have created a 40-day daily reading that goes through 8 weeks of the David 
series. This is a great way to dig deeper outside of this small group.  

 
 

6. Pray 
a. Pray for the group. Take prayer requests if the group is comfortable! 

o If the group chooses, this is a great way to stay connected throughout 
the week – by sending out prayer requests to continually pray for each 
other throughout the week 

b. Pray for the upcoming series 
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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Week 1— “The Anatomy of a Train Wreck” 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  that we would learn a good lesson (on obedience) from a bad example (the 
person of Saul) 
Big idea:  90% obedience is 10% short 
Key Scripture:  1 Samuel 9, 13, 15 
 

7. Have you even known someone who had great potential, but their life didn’t/hasn’t 
amounted to much?  For some reason, they haven’t come close to living out “their best 
life”?  Describe that person and why (in your opinion) their life has never taken off. 

 
 

8. Israel’s first king was a guy named Saul.  His potential was off-the-charts.  Quickly look 
up and answer the following questions: 
 

a. 1 Samuel 9:1-2—read and answer, “What did Saul have going for him?”  HE 
CAME FROM A WEALTHY FAMILY, WAS TALL AND HANDSOME. 

b. 1 Samuel 9:20-21—read and answer, “What other attribute did Saul possess?”  
HE WAS HUMBLE! 

c. 1 Samuel 10:24—read and answer, “What does this verse say about Saul?”  GOD 
CHOSE HIM…NO ONE ELSE WAS LIKE HIM…THE PEOPLE LOVED HIM!   

 
 

9. With all his potential, Saul’s life was an utter failure.  At each critical moment in his life, 
he ALMOST obeyed God.  As a group, take some time to evaluate 2 of these defining 
moments in Saul’s life… 

 
1 SAMUEL 13.  Saul is told by the man of God (Samuel) to wait for 7 days for Samuel to 
show up and make the appropriate sacrifices to God.  Then, God would give them 
victory over the enemy.   What does Saul do?   

a. Read 1 Samuel 13:10-13.  What action does Saul take?  Put it in your own words.  
SAUL MAKES THE SACRIFICES THAT ONLY SAMUEL WAS QUALIFIED TO MAKE.  HE 
PANICS.  HE TAKES MATTERS INTO HIS OWN HANDS. 

b. Who does Saul blame for his disobedience?  HIS COWARDLY MEN…AND 
SAMUEL.   

 
 

1 SAMUEL 15.  This is really hard for us to understand, but God clearly commands Saul 
to completely annihilate the enemy Amalekites.  The command is to destroy ALL the 
people and even the livestock.   
a. Read 1 Samuel 15:7-9.  What does Saul do?  HE SPARES THE KING AND HE SPARES 

THE CHOICE ANIMALS.   
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b. Read 1 Samuel 15:13-14.  Describe what happened…IT’S A RATHER COMICAL 
SCENE—SAUL MEETS SAMUEL AND SAYS HE’S OBEYED EVERYTHING GOD TOLD HIM 
TO DO, BUT SAMUEL ASKS, “WHY DO I HEAR ANIMAL NOISES?!” 

c. Answer:  Who did Saul blame this time for his disobedience?  HIS ARMY/MEN 
 
 

10. In the message, Pastor Phil said that “90% obedience is 10% short.”  How does that fit 
Saul?  As you look at YOUR life, does it fit you at all?  Is there an area of your life that 
you struggle to completely obey God in?  Without going into great detail, share your 
answer with the group (if you feel comfortable).   

 
 
 

11. The 10% disobedience (that area of our life that we haven’t fully surrendered to God) is 
what destroys our potential.  It slowly sets us off course.  It keeps us from experiencing 
God’s blessing.  What’s your “take-home” from today’s lesson…and how can the group 
pray for you?   
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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Week 2— “What Matters Most (to God)” 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  That we would begin to see our hearts as God sees them (worthy of 
diligently guarding and watching over). 
Big idea:  When God has our hearts, He has us. 
Key Scripture:  1 Samuel 16; Proverbs 4:23 
 

1. How does our culture “measure” people?  What’s important?  Who wins elections?  
Who gets their picture on the magazine covers of People or Time or Forbes?  IT’S ALL 
ABOUT EXTERNALS TODAY.  IT’S THE 4 B’S THAT MATTER—BODIES, BRAINS, BEAUTY, OR 
BUCKS.   

 
2. In comparison, how does GOD measure a person?  What matters to God?  Look up and 

read Acts 13:22. David is often called “the King of hearts” because he was the “man 
after God’s own heart.”  What does that mean?   
[When the Bible talks about the heart, it’s not referring to an organ—veins, valves, 
ventricles.  It’s talking about the epicenter of our lives.  It’s where we discern, desire, 
decide, and dedicate ourselves.] 
 

3. As we saw last week, Saul’s heart was undevoted.  Saul “almost” obeyed God, and as a 
result was rejected as king over Israel.  It was now time for a NEW king…someone with a 
better heart.  Samuel, God’s man, was given this assignment—go find my NEW king 
from among Jesse’s sons.   

a. Read 1 Samuel 16:6. Why do you think Samuel made this snap judgment?  HE 
WAS THE OLDEST AND MOST IMPRESSIVE PHYSICALLY…THE LOGICAL CHOICE. 

b. Read 1 Samuel 16:7-10. Describe the vibe.  What’s going on here?  IT’S LIKE A 
BEAUTY PAGEANT…THE GUYS WERE STRUTTING THEIR STUFF!   

c. Read 1 Samuel 16:11. Visualize this scene—what’s funny about it?  JESSE BEING 
ASKED, “ARE YOU MISSING ANY SONS…IS THIS IT?”  DAVID WAS A MIDDLE-
SCHOOLER.  NO ONE THOUGHT HE’D “BE THE MAN”. 

d. Read 1 Samuel 16:11-13. What do you think David’s brothers were thinking in 
this moment?  What do you think David was thinking?  PROBABLY THEY WERE 
JEALOUS AND DISLIKED THE FACT THAT THE YOUNGEST GOT THE NOD.  DAVID 
WAS MOST LIKELY SHOCKED AS WELL. 

 
4. Re-read 1 Samuel 16:7 (the second half).  The key phrase: “the Lord looks at the heart.”  

How do you feel knowing that God is looking at YOUR heart right now?   
 

5.  As you look into your heart right (the inner you…the you at the core of your being…the 
you that is hidden to others), what do you see?  Describe the condition of your heart.... 
 

a. Which of the following words best describes your heart right now: 
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Divided (split in loyalty…pulled in a few different directions) 
Distracted (preoccupied, sidetracked, unfocused) 
Dirty (a bit polluted by the world, soiled by sins like bitterness or greed or lust) 
Devoted (committed to God, dedicated to God) 
 

b. Why did you choose your word?   
 

6.   Read Proverbs 4:23. What does that mean and how can you do a better job at it?  IF 
EVERYTHING FLOWS FROM THE HEART, PROTECTING IT AND CARING FOR IT IS JOB #1 
FOR A FOLLOWER OF JESUS.  DOING THAT MEANS—TAKING TIME FOR STUDYING GOD’S 
WORD, TIME FOR REFLECTION, TIME FOR SOLITUDE, TIME FOR CONFESSION OF SIN, 
ETC. 

 
 

7. IF time permits, slowly read aloud a few of David’s “psalms” he wrote about the heart.   
a. Psalm 51:1-10 
b. Psalm 42:1-8 
c. Psalm 139:1-18 

 
8. Close in prayer, incorporating some of the language in the Psalms if possible.   
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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Week 3— “A David and Goliath Story” 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  With God’s help, courageously take on “the Goliath” in your life. 
Big idea:  Focus on your giants and you stumble…focus on God and your giants tumble.   
Key Scripture:  1 Samuel 17 
 

1. When people talk about the David of the Bible, most people talk about his defeat of the 
giant Goliath.  It was his “claim to fame” or “signature win”.  As you look at your life, 
what is YOUR “claim to fame” (yes, we know it won’t be monumental like David’s!). 

 
 

2. Turn to 1 Samuel 17.  The setting: David has yet to be crowned king.  He’s just a 
shepherd boy (middle school aged) delivering lunch to his older brothers on the battle 
field.  The 2 questions David’s brothers are asking are: 1. What’s for lunch? And, 2. 
Who’s going to fight Goliath?  Ancient warfare said the battle would be fought between 
2 fighters—Israel’s best and the Philistine’s best (a guy named Goliath). 
a. Read vs. 4-7—what do you learn about Goliath? HE WAS HUUUUUUGE AND WELL 

EQUIPPED.   
b. Read vs. 8-10—what was Goliath’s tactic?  INTIMIDATION.   
c. Read vs. 11—did the tactic work?  How did the Israelites respond?  YES.  THEY 

COWERED IN FEAR. 
 
 

3. Vs. 16 says that Goliath did his thing (intimidate) for 40 days.  The turning point comes 
in vs. 20 when David shows up with lunch for his brothers on the sidelines of the 
battlefield.   
a. Read vs. 23-26.  What is David’s initial response to Goliath?  WHO IS THIS BIG HAIRY 

BEAST WHO TRASH-TALKS THE ARMIES OF THE LIVING GOD?   
b. Read vs. 28-29.  Describe what happens next.  DAVID’S BROTHERS MOCK HIM FOR 

HIS COURAGE.   
 

4. Goliath was clearly the choice to fight for the Philistines.  Going back in our discussion of 
Saul in Week 1, what do you remember about Saul’s appearance?  What are the 
implications?  THE BATTLE SHOULD HAVE BEEN SAUL’S TO FIGHT GOLIATH. 

 
 

5. Saul finally allows David to fight Goliath.  David grabs his shepherd’s staff, 5 stones, and 
his sling, and moves onto the battlefield.  Read Goliath’s response in vs. 43-44.  Now 
read vs. 34-37 and verses 45-47.  What do these verses reveal to us about David?  HIS 
CONFIDENCE WAS IN GOD—HE BELIEVED GOD WAS BIGGER THAN ANY GIANT.   
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6. How does the battle end?  Read vs. 48-51.  YOU KNOW!   
 
 

7. As a group, talk about David’s perspective vs. everyone else’s perspective (the army of 
Israel).  How was David’s perspective unique?  THE SOLDIERS WERE FOCUSED ON 
GOLIATH…DAVID WAS FOCUSED ON GOD.   

 
8. What are your “giants” (or giant) today?  What is intimidating or defeating you?  Is it 

something from your past or something that is in your path today (bills, anxiety, 
depression, a demanding boss, an addiction, past abuse, _______)?   
 

9. The question of the day: Will I stand on the sidelines in fear, or will I grab some stones 
and a slingshot and fight (knowing that the Living God is WITH me)?  What does that 
mean for you?  David RAN toward Goliath…how might you do that?   
 

10. Close praying for each other as you fight your battle with God’s help.  Make sure you 
thank God for giving you what you need to win the battle.    
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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Week 4— “Handling the Hard Times” (part 1) 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  To see that caves (difficult seasons of life) are challenging to our faith. 
Big idea:  Caves will either develop our character or destroy it. 
Key Scripture:  1 Samuel 21-22; Psalm 142:1-4 
 

1.  Describe the worst boss you’ve ever worked for (be careful if you’re a staff member at 
Crossroads!). 

 
 

2. David’s success (killing Goliath) hasn’t sat well with King Saul.  Saul gets infected with 
jealousy and tries to assassinate David several times (and you thought you had a bad 
boss!).  David finally decides it’s time to flee the palace.  His life becomes like a country 
song—he’s lost his wife, his home, his best friend, and his safety.  He ends up in a cave.  
He’s bummed.  Read Psalm 142:1-4 which records David’s state of mind.  Put David’s 
emotions into your own words… 

 
 

3. If you’ve ever spent time exploring caves, you know that they’re dark and scary.  Life can 
get that way for us.  Things happen and we end up somewhere we don’t want to be…a 
“cave”.  In his message, Pastor Phil said that “caves will either develop our character or 
destroy it”.  Look up the following and sum up what David is doing in each passage… 
 
a. 1 Samuel 21:1-2.  LYING 

 
b. 1 Samuel 21:3-6.  EATS HOLY BREAD THAT ONLY PRIESTS WERE SUPPOSED TO EAT 

 
c. 1 Samuel 21:8-9. TAKES GOLIATH’S SWORD FOR PROTECTION INSTEAD OF RELYING 

ON GOD 
 
d. 1 Samuel 21:10-15.  PRETENDS HE’S INSANE 
 

 
4. David’s humanity shows in 1 Samuel 21.  He cracks under pressure.  Can YOU relate?  

Have you gone through a hard season where you “cracked” …where you were not at 
your best?  Describe. 
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5. Caves are part of life.  Difficulty is par for the course.  Look up and read John 16:33 
aloud.  Describe “life on earth” according to Jesus. 
 
a. Do you think some Christians assume that they should be immune to hardship and 

suffering (after all, WE go to church, give money, etc.)?  Do you think that 
misperception exists?  Has anyone ever tried to sell that kind of thinking to you? 

b.  Discuss the following:  Jesus never promised following him would be easy…but he 
did promise it would be worth it. 

 
 
 

6. Which of the following best describes your life and why? 
a. I recently came out of a cave (a season of difficulty). 
b. I am currently in a cave. 
c. I feel like I’m about to enter into a cave.   

 
 

7. What lessons have you learned in the cave-like difficult seasons of life?   
 
 

8. Close by praying for each other—particularly for those in a cave right now.   
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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Week 5— “Handling the Hard Times” (part 2) 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  To see the “positive side” of problems/cave-time. 
Big idea:  Caves will either develop our character or destroy it. 
Key Scripture:  1 Samuel 23-24 
 

1. Which of the following quotes do you like the best? 
a. When life hands you a lemon, make lemonade.   
b. When life hands you a lemon, sell it for a pineapple. 
c. When life hands you a lemon, find someone whose life has given them vodka, and 

have a party. 
d. When life hands you a lemon, squirt lemon juice in the eye of someone you don’t 

like. 
e. When life hands you a lemon ___________________ (make up your own). 

 
 

2. Today, we’re going to see David make the most of a bad situation.  He’s still on the run 
hiding from madman Saul.  He’s still wondering how in the world he’s going to be king 
someday.  Through it all, he does a couple of things RIGHT.   

 
Read 1 Samuel 22:1-2.  Describe who ends up in the cave with David… 

 
 Do you know anything about these misfits (what they turned into in time)?   
 
 
 THEY ENDED UP AS AN ELITE ARMY OF WARRIORS.  THEY WERE CALLED DAVID’S   
 “MIGHTY MEN”.  2 SAMUEL 23:8-39 LISTS THEM.  THEY ARE ALSO CALLED “THE 30”  

OR “THE 3” WHICH REFERRED TO A SMALLER GROUP WHO WERE KNOWN FOR THEIR 
HEROIC FEATS.  LOOK UP AND READ 2 SAMUEL 23:8 & 2 SAMUEL 23:18 TO GIVE THE  
GROUP A FEEL FOR HOW INCREDIBLE THIS GROUP OF MEN BECAME. 

 
The Point:  Instead of whining about who ended up in the cave with him (a bunch of 
losers), David trained them and turned them into winners.  What does that tell you 
about David? 
 
Read 1 Samuel 24:1-3.  What’s going on here?  Describe the scene…. 
 
THE GUY WHO IS INSANE AND OUT TO KILL YOU (FOR NO REASON WHATSOEVER) HAS 
NOW WALKED INTO THE VERY CAVE YOU AND YOUR ELITE KILLERS ARE HIDING.  AND 
HE “DROPS HIS PANTS TO RELIEVE HIMSELF”!!!!   
 
Put yourself in David’s sandals—what might you be thinking right now?   
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Read 1 Samuel 24:4. What were the circumstances (and David’s men) saying? 
 
Read 1 Samuel 24:5-7.  What did David’s conscience tell him?  What does this account 
tell you about David? 
 

 
3. In the sermon this weekend, the following was said, “A short-cut today leads to long-

term pain and regret tomorrow.”  Explain that…have you ever lived out that quote (or 
seen it lived out by someone else)?   

 
 
 

4. David didn’t get it all right, but he did do some things right throughout his cave time—
he made the most of his situation AND he refused to take matters into his own hands.   
 
How can you apply these 2 lessons to your life?   
 
 

5. The most impressive thing David did during his days of difficulty was simply to hang on 
tenaciously to God.  Look up and read aloud Psalm 57…another song David wrote while 
he was doing cave-time.  What stands out to you in the Psalm/song?  Can we, like David, 
believe vs. 7 when we find ourselves “in the dark”?   

 
6. Close by praying for each other.   
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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Week 6— “Dealing with the Difficult People in Your Life” 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  Applaud and imitate the Abagails of the world. 
Big idea:  The best way to settle a score is to allow God to do the avenging.   
Key Scripture:  1 Samuel 25 
 

1. Describe (no real names, please) the most difficult (E.G.R. “extra grace required”) 
person you’ve ever had to deal with.  What, if anything, did you learn from that 
experience? 

 
 

2. David has shown great restraint with Saul.  As you remember from last week, David 
could’ve easily killed Saul.  But, he didn’t, believing that God’s timing was best.  Now, 
David is out of the cave and on the march toward the kingship.  He and his 400 “mighty 
men” are nearing the town of Carmel.  They’re hungry and they figure that a guy named 
Nabal owes them some food for watching/guarding his flocks.   
 
a. Read 1 Samuel 25:2-3.  What do you learn about Nabal?  HE WAS RICH, MEAN, 

CRUDE, AND HIS WIFE WAS THE OPPOSITE…SMART AND BEAUTIFUL 
 

b. How does Nabal respond to David’s respectfully submitted request for food?  Read 
vs. 10-11, keeping in mind that David’s reputation is well known, and his mighty men 
are…mighty warriors!  HE COMPLETELY DISRESPECTS DAVID 

 
c. How does David respond to Nabal’s slur?  Read and sum up vs. 12-13.  HE GOES 

NUTS AND DECIDES TO KILL NABAL AND HIS MEN.  Why do you think David 
responded the way he did (especially in light of what he’s endured)?  HE’S TIRED 
AND HUNGRY.  Follow up:  Have you ever made a snap or ill-advised decision when 
you were tired and hungry? 

 
d. Wife Abagail hears about her foolish husband’s antics and springs to action.  Sum up 

what she does in the following verses: 
 

Vs. 18-22 __________________________________________________________ 
SHE MOVES QUICKLY AND COOKS A MEAL 

        Vs. 23-25__________________________________________________________  
        SHE SHOWED RESPECT, TOOK RESPONSIBILITY, SPOKE TRUTH  
        Vs. 26-28__________________________________________________________  

SHE ASKS FOR FORGIVENESS ON BEHALF OF HER HUSBAND AND POINTS DAVID TO     
GOD 

        Vs. 29-31__________________________________________________________  
        SHE REMINDS DAVID WHAT’S AT STAKE AND WHAT HIS FUTURE HOLDS 
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 Have you ever met someone like Abagail?  Explain…. 
 
 
 What part of Abagail’s message do you feel made David re-think his rash decision? 
 
 

3. David thanks Abagail and sends her on her way.  Soon after she returned home, hubby 
heard what she had done, had a stroke, and 10 days later “the Lord struck him, and he 
died” (vs. 38).  Take a guess what David did next?  Read vs. 39 to find out!  DAVID ASKS 
ABAGAIL TO MARRY HIM AND SHE SAYS YES! 

 
 

4. Why do you think this story is preserved in the Bible?  What do you think is the KEY 
LESSON?  What did Abagail model for us?  What can YOU apply from it as you deal with 
“the jerks” in your life?   
 

 
 
 

5. Read Romans 12:17-21.  What do you like and dislike about those verses?   
 
LEADER’S NOTE ON “HEAPING BURNING COALS”:  Anyone can return evil for evil. But when a 
Christian does so, the watching world sees nothing different about our lives. It is not even clear 
who is right and who is wrong when we respond in kind the one who wronged us. But, when we 
follow Jesus’ instruction to love our enemies (Matthew 5:43–44) and return good for evil, the 
contrast is stark. Our kind and gentle reaction to hatred spotlights the depravity of the one who 
treated us poorly and leaves the hurtful person alone in his or her hatefulness. Nothing pricks 
the conscience of a hateful person like a soft, forgiving spirit in the one he has wronged 
(Proverbs 15:1). The “burning coals” that are heaped on his head could be a reference to the 
burning shame he will feel as his conscience works upon him 
 
 

6. Close with prayer, particularly those who need to go and work at living out Romans 
12:17-21 with someone.   
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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Week 7— “Heart Failure” 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  We will see that resisting temptation starts by tuning into reality. 
Big idea:  When we let our guard down, we often fall down 
Key Scripture:  2 Samuel 11 
 
 

1. What is your favorite season of the year (winter, spring, summer, fall) and why? 
 
 

2. What “season of life” are you in right now?  Describe it.  For example, are you in a 
season of spring (a time of growth/newness/vitality) or a season of winter (a difficult or 
challenging time) or __________________? 

 
 

3. As we pick up David’s life, he’s in a season of great prosperity.  He’s now a king whose 
star is rising!  Look up and summarize the following: 

a. 2 Samuel 8:6 [GOD GAVE DAVID VICTORY WHEREVER HE WENT] 
b. 2 Samuel 8:13 [DAVID BECAME VERY FAMOUS] 
c. 2 Samuel 8:15 [DAVID REIGNED FAIRLY AND WELL] 

 
For the first 10 chapters of 2 Samuel, David can do no wrong.  By the time we get to the 
end of 2 Samuel 10, he led brilliantly for 20 years.  Unfortunately, that all changes.   
 
 

4. Read 2 Samuel 11:1-3.  What jumps out at you in these verses?  [DAVID’S NOT WHERE 
HE’S SUPPOSED TO BE…AND, HE ALLOWS HIS LOOKING TO TURN TO LUSTING] 

 
5. Read 2 Samuel 11:4-5.  What happens?   

 
The story continues with David trying to “cover his tracks”.  He tries to get Bathsheba’s 
husband (Uriah) to leave the battle lines and sleep with his wife.  He refuses.  Finally, 
David resorts to something unimaginable.  Read vs. 14-17.   
 
This is “Bible-hero” David here.  How do you reconcile this?  What happened to David? 
 
Read vs. 26-27.  Summarize what happens in your own words.   
 
It LOOKS LIKE David has covered his sins.  But the last line says it all, “But the LORD was 
displeased with what David had done.”   
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6. Next week we’ll look at David’s consequences for his sins.  Today, our goal is to analyze 
David’s behavior.  As a group, brainstorm HOW/WHY this all happened… 

 
 

What do we know about David?  As Pastor Phil said in the message, David’s 50 years old, 
in a season of great prosperity, in a position of power and privilege, and isn’t where he’s 
supposed to be.  Add it all up, and what do you have?   
 
[DAVID LOST SIGHT OF REALITY…HE DIDN’T READ THE SIGNALS HE SHOULD’VE READ] 
 
 

7. Look up and summarize the following verses: 
 

1 Corinthians 10:12 
 
 
1 Peter 5:8 
 
 
Matthew 26:41 
 
 
James 1:14-16 
 
 
 
What’s the lesson for YOU from today’s study?  Share with the group. 
 

 
8. Close in prayer, praying for God’s protection against the temptations and schemes of 

the enemy… 
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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Week 8— “A Royal Mess” 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  That we will see that sin always has consequences 
Big idea:  Messes don’t go away (disappear) if you ignore them (disregard) 
Key Scripture:  2 Samuel 13-14 
 
 

1. Is there a room in your house or a space that you wouldn’t want anyone to see?  
Describe it! 

 
 

2. Last week we looked at a chapter in David’s life that included him committing both 
adultery and murder.  After sinning, David went to great lengths to cover it up.  It didn’t 
work.  He finally did come clean and receive God’s forgiveness, but the aftermath wasn’t 
pretty.   

a. Read 2 Samuel 13:1-7.  Summarize what’s happening…summarize David’s 
response. 
 

b. Read the painful-to-read vs. 8-14 and vs. 20.  [NOTE: BACK IN THIS CULTURE, 
THIS RAPE WOULD HAVE MEANT THAT TAMAR WAS NO LONGER ELIBIBLE TO 
GET MARRIED—THIS SCARRED HER FOR LIFE]. 

 
c. Read David’s response in vs. 21.  Does this response seem lacking to you in any 

way?  [DAVID’S ANGER NEVER LED TO ANY PUNISHMENT OR DISCIPLINE FOR 
AMNON] 

 
d. Read vs. 22.  What is brother Absalom’s response to what happened to his 

sister? 
 

3. Years go by.  Nothing has been done by David, so Absalom takes matters into his own 
hands.  He comes up with a plan to murder Amnon.  It happens.  Then Absalom flees 
home and becomes estranged from David.  3 years later nothing has happened.  David 
defied Saul…David fought and killed Goliath…but now David didn’t lift a finger to save 
his daughter or deal with either of his sons.  WHY?  As a group brainstorm reasons.   

 
 
 

4. Absalom finally comes back to Jerusalem after being on the run.  Read 2 Samuel 14:28. 
Describe what’s going on inside of Absalom. 
How do you think Absalom feels about his dad? 
Turn to 2 Samuel 15.  Does your Bible have a title for this chapter?  What is it?  Any 
surprises here?   
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This scene goes from bad to worse.  It ends with Absalom being killed and David falling 
apart (read 2 Samuel 18:33).   

 
5. It’s easy for us to point a finger at David.  He didn’t step up as a dad and deal with what 

needed to be dealt with.  Has there been a time in your life where you did something 
similar?  Describe.  What was the outcome? 

 
 

6. As you think today about your family or friendships (or a situation at school or work), is 
there something that you need to address?  Maybe something that you’ve avoided 
that’s messy?   

 
 

7. Close in prayer, lifting up those needing to address a difficult situation.   
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LIFE OF DAVID Small Group Curriculum 
Week 9— “When ‘Happily Ever After’ Doesn’t Happen” 
Leader’s Guide 
 
Desired outcome:  To never lose hope and faith in God even when our dreams don’t come true.   
Big idea:  It’s not sinlessness that makes us usable to God, but sincerity.  David was far from 
perfect, but he never drifted far from God.   
Key Scripture:  2 Samuel 15:13-26; Psalm 51:1-17 
 
 

1. When you were a kid, what did you dream of for your life?  What did you want to be 
and do?  Compare that with today’s “reality”. 

 
 

2. As we’ve studied David’s life, we have seen the famous side as well as the flawed side.  
Brainstorm David’s famous/noteworthy accomplishments.  KILLED GOLIATH.  DEFEATED 
ISRAEL’S ENEMIES IN BATTLE.  UNIFIED AND EXPANDED ISRAEL’S BORDERS.  WROTE 
THINGS LIKE PSALM 23 (AS WELL AS MANY OTHERS), LED BRILLIANTLY, REFUSED TO 
TAKE MATTERS INTO HIS OWN HANDS, ETC. 
 
Now, brainstorm David’s flawed/embarrassing endeavors.   HE COMMITTED ADULTERY 
WITH BATHSHEBA, HAD BATHSHEBA’S HUSBAND MURDERED, FAILED TO DISCIPLINE HIS 
SON AMNON FOR RAPING HIS DAUGHTER, FAILED TO DISCIPLINE HIS SON ABSALOM 
FOR KILLING HIS BROTHER, LIED, SLAUGHTERED 200 PHILISTINES AND COUNTLESS 
AMALAKITES (NOT ALL IN BATTLE), HAD MANY WIVES, ORDERED THE EXECUTION OF HIS 
ENEMIES WHILE ON HIS DEATHBED. 
 
Does it surprise you at all that the Bible doesn’t hide David’s flaws?  And, does it 
surprise you at all that David is called (in Acts 13:22) the “man after God’s own heart”?   
 
 

3. The David of the Bible (not “Sunday School David”) was complicated.  His life was full of 
contradictions (for every Goliath there’s a Bathsheba).  He followed God, then fell flat 
on his face.  He stepped out in obedience in a big way, then slipped into sin.  And yet, he 
always ended up on his feet.  Can you relate?  Is your story like David’s in that respect? 

 
 

4. David ended up his feet because he hung on to God.  Even when he failed.  Even when 
things didn’t turn out the way he had hoped.  For example: 
 
Look up and read 2 Samuel 15:13-26.  NOTE:  DAVID IS FLEEING THE PALACE AGAIN.  
THIS TIME HE IS THE KING AND HE’S AROUND 60 YEARS OF AGE!  THIS WAS NOT WHAT 
HE DREAMED FOR HIS LIFE.   
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What stands out in this account?  How does David shine?  NOTE:  THE ARK OF THE 
COVENANT REPRESENTED GOD’S PRESENCE.   
 
Re-read vs. 25-26.  How do these verses show David’s confidence in God?  HE 
ESSENTIALLY SAYS, “GOD, NOT MY WILL, BUT YOURS BE DONE”. 

 
 

5. Look up and read Psalm 51:1-17.  How is this another reason why David recovered from 
his failures?  DAVID SINNED BIG BUT ALSO CONFESSED BIG! 
 
What do these verses say about David’s heart?  HE WAS REAL.  OPEN.  AUTHENTIC. 
 
What does David teach us about forgiveness and repentance in these verses?  ADMIT 
THE SIN.  TELL GOD YOU ARE SORRY.  ASK GOD FOR WHAT YOU NEED.   
 
 
 

6. When we confess and repent of our sins, God fully forgives us.  However, as we’ve 
learned from David’s life, the consequences remain (the child born to David and 
Bathsheba died, and David’s family fell apart).  Respond to the following statements: 

 
• When you sin, other people get hurt. 
• Every sin comes with a prepackaged consequence. 

 
 

7. What has been your biggest take-away from our study on David?  How can the group 
pray for you?   
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